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I. INTRODUCTION

In manuscript
1 a covariant method for the local diagonalization of the U(1) electromagnetic stress-energy tensor was presented. At every point in a curved four dimensional
Lorentzian spacetime a new tetrad was introduced for non-null electromagnetic fields such that this tetrad locally and covariantly diagonalizes the stress-energy tensor. At every point the timelike and one spacelike vectors generate a plane that we called blade one 1, 2 . The other two spacelike vectors generate a plane that we called blade two. These vectors are constructed with the local extremal field 3 , its dual, the very metric tensor and a pair of vector fields that represent a generic choice as long as the tetrad vectors do not become trivial. Let us display for the Abelian case the explicit expression for these vectors,
We start by stating that at every point in spacetime there is a duality rotation by an angle −α that transforms a non-null electromagnetic field into an extremal field,
where * f µν = 1 2 ǫ µνστ f στ is the dual tensor of f µν . The local scalar α is known as the complexion of the electromagnetic field. It is a local gauge invariant quantity. Extremal fields are essentially electric fields and they satisfy,
Equation (6) is a condition imposed on (5) and then the explicit expression for the complexion emerges tan(2α) = −f µν * f µν /f λρ f λρ . As antisymmetric fields in a four dimensional Lorentzian spacetime, the extremal fields also verify the identity,
where Q = ξ µν ξ µν = − T µν T µν according to equations (39) in 3 . Q is assumed not to be zero, because we are dealing with non-null electromagnetic fields. It can be proved that condition (6) and through the use of the general identity,
which is valid for every pair of antisymmetric tensors in a four-dimensional Lorentzian spacetime 3 , when applied to the case A µα = ξ µα and B να = * ξ να yields the equivalent condition,
which is equation (64) 
allows us to express the stress-energy tensor in terms of the extremal field,
With all these elements it becomes trivial to prove that the tetrad 4,5 (1-4) is orthonormal and diagonalizes the stress-energy tensor (11). We notice then that we still have to define the vectors X µ and Y µ . Let us introduce some names. The tetrad vectors have two essential components. For instance in vector U α there are two main structures. First, the skeleton, in this case ξ αλ ξ ρλ , and second, the gauge vector X ρ . These do not include the normalization factor 1/ ( −Q/2 X µ ξ µσ ξ νσ X ν ). The gauge vectors it was proved in manuscript 1 could be anything that does not make the tetrad vectors trivial. That is, the tetrad (1-4) diagonalizes the stress-energy tensor for any non-trivial gauge vectors X µ and Y µ . It was therefore proved that we can make different choices for X µ and Y µ . In geometrodynamics, the Maxwell equations,
are telling us that two potential vector fields A ν and * A ν exist 6 ,
The symbol "; ′′ stands for covariant derivative with respect to the metric tensor g µν . We
can define then, a tetrad,
The four vectors (14-17) have the following algebraic properties,
Using the equations (7-9) it is simple to prove that (14-17) are orthogonal. When we make the transformation,
f µν remains invariant, and the transformation, 
The transformation generated by (20) of the two tetrad vectors (Z α , W α ) on blade two, given in (16-17), by the "angle" ϕ, can be expressed as,
It is a simple exercise in algebra to see that the equalities
are true. These equalities are telling us that these antisymmetric tetrad objects are gauge invariant. We remind ourselves that it was proved in manuscript 1 that the group of local electromagnetic gauge transformations is isomorphic to the group LB1 of boosts plus discrete transformations on blade one, and independently to LB2, the group of spatial rotations on blade two. Equations 
Equation (25) 
The stress-energy tensor can be written,
In section II we are going to prove the equivalence between the local inertial frames and local gauge states of the electromagnetic field for the tetrad that locally and covariantly diagonalizes the stress-energy tensor. In section III we are going to generalize the proof to any locally Lorentz transformed tetrad. Throughout the paper we use the conventions of manuscript 3 . In particular we use a metric with sign conventions -+++. The only difference in notation with 3 will be that we will call our geometrized electromagnetic potential A α , where f µν = A ν;µ − A µ;ν is the geometrized electromagnetic field f µν = (G 1/2 /c 2 ) F µν .
II. EQUIVALENCE FOR THE TETRAD THAT DIAGONALIZES THE STRESS-ENERGY TENSOR
The theorem proved in manuscript 1 for blade one states that there is an isomorphism between the local electromagnetic gauge group of transformations and the local group LB1, essentially the local boosts on blade one and two kinds of discrete transformations, see reference 1 . Therefore, to each local gauge state of the electromagnetic field corresponds either a local boost of the two local tetrad vectors that span plane one, that is vectors (14-15), or a discrete transformation of them. These all means that locally, to each absolute value of a velocity corresponds a unique electromagnetic gauge. For local Lorentz boosts on the plane one.
III. EQUIVALENCE FOR LORENTZ TRANSFORMED TETRADS
However, the point remains to be proved that there is a similar relationship for a locally Lorentz transformed tetrad, such that the new plane or blade one will be Lorentz transformed with respect to the one that diagonalizes the stress-energy tensor. We proceed then to call generically the tetrad set (1-4) by the standard name E µ α . For the second electromagnetic tetrad we are going to need a local Lorentz transformation. Let us analyze the expressioñ
. This is going to be a Lorentz transformed electromagnetic tetrad vector. Then, keeping the same notation as in 1 , we call,
Now, with these fields, theξ µν , and its dual * ξ µν , we can repeat the procedure followed in 1 , and the transformed tetradsẼ ρ α , can be rewritten completely in terms of these "new" extremal fields. It is straightforward to prove thatξ µλ * ξ µν = 0. It is also evident that on blade two. Gauge transformations of the electromagnetic tetrads we remind ourselves are nothing but a special kind of tetrad transformations that belong either to the groups LB1 or LB2. This method essentially says that the local Lorentz transformation of the electromagnetic tetrads is structure invariant, or construction invariant. This means that after a Lorentz transformation we can manage to rewrite the new transformed tetrads using skeletons and gauge vectors following the same pattern as for the original tetrad before the Lorentz transformation. We are going to call this property tetrad structure covariance.
Therefore, we next proceed to write the four orthonormal vectorsẼ
In order to prove the properties of the tetrad set (30-33) it is just necessary to transcribe many of the results introduced in section I. We are assuming that our choice for vectorsX is generic, we conclude that locally, to each absolute value of any velocity (less that c, of course) in any direction there corresponds an electromagnetic gauge. If we pick any local plane one, the relationship between velocity absolute value and electromagnetic gauge is one to one.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
It is not only interesting but also surprising that the local inertial frames are even related locally to the electromagnetic gauge. Not only that, there are on each local plane one, a one to one correspondence. This result is not trivial. It goes to the heart of a unified structure involving local inertial frames and gauge. The new tetrads introduced in manuscript 1 make this relationship to become evident. Several properties of these tetrads are remarkable.
For instance their skeleton-gauge vector structure. Their structure covariant or structure invariant nature under local Lorentz transformations. The fact that they allow to prove that the local electromagnetic gauge group is both isomorphic to the local groups LB1
and LB2, see reference 1 . A non-compact group like the boosts plus two kinds of discrete transformations, all on plane one, is isomorphic by transitivity to local spatial rotations on a plane two, a compact group. This tetrad introduces maximal simplification in the expression of the electromagnetic field. Automatically diagonalizes locally and covariantly the stressenergy tensor. It is truly outstanding. We quote from 7 "Here is not the place to write down the Lorentz transformations and to sketch how special relativity theory with its fixed causal and inertial structure gave way to general relativity where these structures have become flexible by their interaction with matter. I only want to point out that it is the inherent symmetry of the four-dimensional continuum of space and time that relativity deals with.
We found that objectivity means invariance with respect to the group of automorphisms".
We also quote H. Weyl from 8 "By this new situation, which introduces an atomic radius into the field equations themselves -but not until this step-my principle of gauge-invariance, with which I had hoped to relate gravitation and electricity, is robbed of its support. But it is now very agreeable to see that this principle has an equivalent in the quantum-theoretical field equations which is exactly like it in formal respects; the laws are invariant under simultaneous replacement of ψ by exp(ıhλ) ψ, φ α by φ α − ∂λ ∂x α , where λ is an arbitrary real function of position and time. Also the relation of this property of invariance to the law of conservation of electricity remains exactly as before . . . the law of conservation of electricity ∂ρ α ∂x α = 0 follows from the material as well as from the electromagnetic equations. The principle of gauge-invariance has the character of general relativity since it contains an arbitrary function λ, and can certainly be understood in terms of it".
